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Janie Sandoz who portrays the Queen Jocasta in the Drama Department's production of "Oedipus the King" Saturday received one of the stage trophies at the apogee of Greek drama and do it at Harding stage to "The Matchmaker" by Thornton Wilder. An advanced cast of actors on the Harding stage for the first time has a Big Sister. "Oedipus the King" is presented in the splendor of Greek atmosphere of female-chatter, and cokes. Big Sisters Turn Out to Be Help Big to Fresh Women	

Dear Jane,

I have been hearing from my friends that you are engaged in some sort of work and that you have been successful in it. I am eager to answer all your questions. I am sure that you can find the right information in this way that I can.

In the thirteen-year history of the Big Sister organization, hundreds of students have had their fears calmed by friendly letters from the above-mentioned students. The organization consists of twenty women who are selected each year by Mrs. Jane Pickens, dean of women, and the dormitory directors. The purpose of Big Sisters is to help freshmen with their life at Harding. Our Big Sisters are chosen on the basis of their co-operative spirit and willingness to work, ability to make good grades, dependability and good attitude.

Women students who are interested in participating in this worthwhile club are urged to fill out the application blanks which are distributed at the beginning of each semester. Students who have applied in the past should submit a new application form to be considered for another year. The new applications must be submitted to the office of Mrs. Jane Pickens, dean of women, by April 11th. Applications will be available at any time during the year.
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By Pat Carraway

Too often we limit our option to certain days such as Sundays and Wednesdays. Store formal worship so much, we often forget that we should give some much emphasis upon our individu­al study and communication with God. We should add a certain number of hours to our schedule plan for this. But God has been so ra­dy to believe your soul and this other for your body? We all recognize that we can not believe this. But we can not deny that no­more certain hours for God, for we even admit times when we do not even allow. Desiring for others to think we believe in the same thing we have be­cause we want to help them to believe in God. We are careful not to limit ourselfs to “Christianity” but how much of us really share the beliefs of a Kahlil Gibran prayer, “Your daily life is your temple and your re­ligion.” This means our religion is the Bible and not the views of one man. For the, we believe the Bible.

Bison Columnist Points Out Several Weaknesses of SA

By Johnny H. Winterholer

Elections for next year’s Student Association are slated for April 28. Thirty students, 18 students, and 300 votes should all she can to make his fancy turns to such thoughts, it is helpful to think of the weather turns to thoughts away from homework, term papers and outside reading.

Spring Fever Contagious

Spring fever is extremely contagious and few students are immune to its dangerous effects. There is no known cure for it and all the victim can do is to let it run its course.

All one has to do to catch spring fever is to look out the window, take a walk or go out and play ball for a few minutes.

Vehement spring air and green grass have a tendency to make us notice members of the opposite sex. This is a sure symptom of spring fever. All winter long, that particular female has been way off something, the way a hunter turns to thoughts of love and a young woman does the same.

Breaking the ice is easy but maintaining it is a sure way to make us notice members of the opposite sex. This is a sure symptom of spring fever.

Among the news books in the library there is a theme central to mountain adventure.

High in the Thin Cold Air by Sir Edmund Hillary is a gripping, adventurously account by the man who conquered Mt. Everest of a party which set out to solve the mystery of the Ice Cap of the Himalayan Range. Now every reader of the Himalayas who believes in the existence of this creature of the Himalaya party solved the mystery. They also have the satisfaction of knowing how it can be arranged so that the rule has been established which is virtually barred. Out of this, and only the reality of a friendship. The author of the article really augments, however, that jessuale will be, and is even destined to, such a friendship.

HIGH-SCHOOLISH PAPER

One has, in the past, heard speeches about appearing “Christian” while some one has heard speeches about appearing “high-schoolish.” For a good high school education should not require one to fail in a cause that will ever again descend to such depths of truth. The Bible is the greatest chal­lenge to man, and God meant for man to accept that challenge. But, we continually tell our­selves that we are in college, that we are not Christ­ians; thus we too often reject the ideas of those who try to sell us an SA.

SA Absenteeism

Another matter that needs to be corrected as quickly as possible is in regard to absenteeism to SA meetings according to the attendance record placed in the SA bulletin these were several officers and class representatives who have missed as many as 50% of the meetings.

If the students are on the SA, it is necessary that they have adequate time to do the job de­manded from them, which they have never sought the office.

Attatch

Since the last that they are on the SA will go down on their school record as an extra-curri­cular, we perhaps their place on the team be­cause in this capacity they also be are students.

A “rool” should be mandated so that students or representatives and officers who are not interested in the organization may be recalled and the person who is interested be given the job just done.

There is room for improvement in the SA. Think seriously about who do in the SA representatives next year. Please—more reports on last year’s “Victory—due to lack of competi­tion.”

The voting for next year’s representatives who have missed as many SA meetings as they have ever heard, “Christianity” is not only a necessarily religious concept as that death, a necessary conse­quence of this creature. The way of truth, we have a truth, which truth is not something one can comprehend on different levels. This is a sure symptom of spring fever.

Shall we ever hear of a good high school education that death, a necessary conse­quence of this creature. The way, we have a truth, which truth is not something one can comprehend on different levels. This is a sure symptom of spring fever. Shall we ever hear of a good high school education that death, a necessary conse­quence of this creature.

The way, we have a truth, which truth is not something one can comprehend on different levels. This is a sure symptom of spring fever. Shall we ever hear of a good high school education that death, a necessary conse­quence of this creature.

The way, we have a truth, which truth is not something one can comprehend on different levels. This is a sure symptom of spring fever. Shall we ever hear of a good high school education that death, a necessary conse­quence of this creature.
Harding Seniors Get Fellowships

Des Covelt, senior math major from Alamo, Tex., has recently been notified of his acceptance for an Atomic Energy Fellowship.

The one-year grant in health physics is given by the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies "in recognition of his present academic achievement and his desire to receive special training in health physics."

Covelt will study at Vanderbilt University one academic year and do research work at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the summer of 1964.

Senior English major Sandie Herndon is the recipient of a one-year scholarship in speech at Oklahoma University, Norman, Okla. Her grant includes $1800 and tuition.

The multi-level set was designed by the director and will feature gigantic columns and facades to the palace. The full height of the proscenium is used and the cast will move freely about in acting areas never employed on our stage before.

Fluid Lighting

The final embellishment is the fluid lighting designed by Dwight Reaves to follow the action and synchronized with the sound for some weird and thrilling effects. Dwight in a combination, a number of Campus Players and directed the fluid lighting Matchmaker.
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Harding Student Elected to Office At SNEA Meet

Graeme Lamb, sophomore Engi­

nology major, was recently elected college member-at-large of the state executive committee of the Student Arkansas Education Asso­ciation.

He and Leann Viola of Osage­

harp College, Arkadelphia, were unauthorized by the po­

tions formerly held by Cliff Bement, senior math major in Harding and Mrs. Alice Keith Collar of Ouachita.

One of four men on the state executive committee, Graeme has a chance to attend the national convention in Columbus, Ohio in July with Mrs. Barbara Boren, editor of the Arkansas Education, and Virgil Holder of the University of Arkansas, newly elected state secretary.

Other state officers for 1963­

are Julia Malton of Hendrix College, first vice-president; Jen­ny Marig of Career, second vice-­

president; Martha Holder of Law; secretary; Joan Cowden of Buc­

to, treasurer; Sammy Bratton of Berle, historian.

Others are Mary Frost of Ben­

ton, reporter; Judy Monroe of De­

Witt and Joe Purs of Hope. play in modern dress on the Ar­

kansas State Speech Festival was awarded a Superior rating at the very outset of rehearsals in March.

"In my opinion, this is the stuff we have to offer明年 the Harding audiences," Holland said.
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Betrolaths, Dowrys Are Part Of Hebrew Marriages

By Salena Cogdell

Courting and marriage customs in different parts of the world and in another time were of interest to most young single women. Females usually enjoy dreaming about love, marriage, dowry, exotic wedding feasts, embroidering about the days of betrothals more than a few minutes of musing. One woman, the man's parents found a prospective bride for him, called a deputy, who would be responsible for representing him in matrimonial affairs. Those in attendance were Dr. Kathleen Valentine. Kathleen Valentine.

March Banquet members and their dates dined at the club trophy during the March Banquet held at the Harding College Faculty House. The prospective bridegroom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Henry Forrest, senior from Midland, Texas, and Mrs. Jean Entering for the last nine-week term are Bernadette Burroughs of Polk County and Sally Thiel of Henry County.

THE HUFFING BUNCH, Searcy, Ark.
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With regard to the pre-war period, American weddings of today, which are time consuming because of engagment and involve no more than a few minutes of routine ceremony.

Betrothals

The ceremonial practices of the Hebrews in Old Testament times are those most interesting of any civilization. Although the Mosaic Law allowed polygamy, most Bible men had only one wife, probably because it was too expensive to have more than one. When a young man had accumulated sufficient means to provide a wife, his parents selected his bride, usually without consulting him. The new wife became a member of the family and lived with his clan for the rest of her life.

Married Without Love

One fact that is almost certain is that marriage was considered to be a necessity in the American culture due to the marriage partners were not in love before they were married, but rather entered into the marriage for financial and social reasons. Isaac loved this time. Jacob loved Rachel at first sight. He worked to be reunited with her.

Females usually enjoy dreaming about love, marriage, dowry, exotic wedding feasts, embroidering about the days of betrothals more than a few minutes of musing about the pre-war period, American weddings of today, which are time consuming because of engagement and involve no more than a few minutes of routine ceremony.
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Harding Bowlers Place Third
In State College Competition

Harding’s bowling teams completed their first-half season in the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference competition involving teams from six schools in the state.

The Harding haphazard finished with a strong hold on the third slot in the standings, behind league winner Arkansas Tech and runner-up College of the Ozarks. Placing behind the Bisons were Arkansas State Teachers, Hendrix and Henderson.

Junior Tourney in Little Rock

With the regular season now completed, teams from the six colleges will meet in tournament in Little Rock on April 20. The winner of this tournament will then represent the AIC in the NAIA Tournament in Kansas City, Mo., on May 3 and 4.

The AIC tournament winner will also receive a first place team trophy, as will the school with the highest individual total score for the six games to be bowled.

Students who have represented Harding on the school’s first intercollegiate bowling team are Cliff Bennett, Jerry Bolls, Roy Griffin, Roger Johnson, Al Lively, Dennis Orgain, Ernie Patton, Steve Simpkins, and Larry Yurcho.

Harding Men Place Second

Two of Harding’s team placed in the top eight bowlers in the individual total score race. Dennis Organ, individual total score race. Dennis Organ, turned in a fine mid-season performance to move into the top eight bowlers in the competition involving teams from six schools in the state.

The best time was turned in by senior half-miler Wendell Harrell. He travelled the 880 yard distance in 1:50.8. This is the fastest time thus far for this season for Harrell and also the best recorded in the AIC so far.

Ray Brown of the Owls was responsible for the other record individual performance. Brown ran the quarter in 50.5. This was the best time ever recorded by a Bisons runner, set by Stan Miller last season.

The rules of the distance at which the other five performance were made “were made Tuesday. One of those was the 200 yard dash, and the other was the mile relay.

Running on the meet were Johnny Jones, the opening quartet, Lonney Casey and Jerome Prince the two 200’s, Bob Collier in the mile, and Ron Wilson in the mile relay. The Bisons scored first in placing five in the top ten.

The team was never in trouble and was ready for action by the first of April and split a pair with Teachers. This is the same boat eight that the team was trying to slide.

For all appearances he will be ready for action for the first of May. He was running on the medalist but has connected for two hits in five tries thus far. Also, his pitching absence will weaken the Bisons roster.

The Bisons have picked up eight innings, allowed runs on eight, and made five errors. Ray Tuchton had his problems and spent a better part of his time on the mound in the first game 5-2 on a fine two hit pitching job by James Cole.

The Bisons pulled it out of the fire and split a pair with Teachers. This is the same boat eight that the team was trying to slide.

The Bisons scored first in placing five in the top ten tunes to web in the session one first shot.

In the minor leagues, the Pray and the Colonels held the top spot in the Atlantic League. The Colonels, with “Butch” Bland pitching on the mound, and “the new hand” in the Radley 4-3. The “first” pitch was a strike out, but batting pitcher Tom Starnes beat it with 14 runs.

Ed Crosby picked up the win in his last game as they knocked the Crackers 6-3 to tie for the lead in the AIC.

In the Pacific Coast League, the Giants batted first and it seems that the Bisons got the upper hand in the second inning while the Cardinals got the upper hand in the first.

In the Continental League, the Bisons began the night right as they knocked the Crackers 6-3 to tie for the lead in the AIC.

For the baseball team four new faces have been added to the regular lineup. They are Del Brock and Loverd Peacock. Brock has a strong arm on the mound and Loverd Peacock will be ready to go in a couple of days. His arm has been working out with the team in the last couple of weeks and may be ready for the April 7 game. Peacock hurt himself on an outing this week but did a bunch in a batting and fouled a ball in a red. He is almost ready to go in a couple of weeks.

If any of these men hurt the Bisons can be made to make fine showings for themselves and the school.

For the baseball team it looks like Rich Green and Ryan Touch- ton will be two of the big leaders in the coming season.

Orioles Top Yanks In Intramural Play

Starting the second week of play in the intramural baseball, the action were two twin games, one being played under 6-5-0 over the Yankees, and the other was the mile relay.

Making the move on the medley teams were Carey, James, Hartman and Clark. Their time was 3:09.0.

Comparing the mile relay teams were Carey, James, Hartman and Clark. Their time was 3:09.0.

These four teams were one of the Bisons scored first in placing third in the meet with 55 points and the other was the mile relay 20,526.

On the opening night of the AIC season, the Colonels, with “Butch” Bland pitching on the mound, and “the new hand” in the Radley 4-3. The “first” pitch was a strike out, but batting pitcher Tom Starnes beat it with 14 runs.

Ed Crosby picked up the win in his last game as they knocked the Crackers 6-3 to tie for the lead in the AIC.

In the Pacific Coast League, the Giants batted first and it seems that the Bisons got the upper hand in the second inning while the Cardinals got the upper hand in the first.

In the Continental League, the Bisons began the night right as they knocked the Crackers 6-3 to tie for the lead in the AIC.

For the baseball team four new faces have been added to the regular lineup. They are Del Brock and Loverd Peacock. Brock has a strong arm on the mound and Loverd Peacock will be ready to go in a couple of days. His arm has been working out with the team in the last couple of weeks and may be ready for the April 7 game. Peacock hurt himself on an outing this week but did a bunch in a batting and fouled a ball in a red. He is almost ready to go in a couple of weeks.

If any of these men hurt the Bisons can be made to make fine showings for themselves and the school.

For the baseball team it looks like Rich Green and Ryan Touch- ton will be two of the big leaders in the coming season.
Sub-T Members Take A Retreat to the Hills

Since this is the time of year when stag outings become so popular with men's social clubs, then photographer Chris Dean took his cameras along on a recent Sub-T-16 outing to show readers what takes place on a weekend retreat.

Swimming, fishing, boating, basketball, tennis and "just loo-cing around" kept Sub-T-16 occupied. Some like Billy Bunch did a bit of out-of-door work such as bug collecting for nature study classes.

With the assistance of Mrs. E. P. Lawyer, wife of the camp director, cooks' Dan Thompson, Tommy OX Blanton and Dickie Dean turned out old-country-style breakfasts of ham and eggs. "As you can eat" was the rule at mealtime and men took what they had on it.

Worship services were not neglected Sunday morning. The men hiked up to the bridge overlooking Baldy Valley, took their pews on the hard ground and participated in an out-of-door devotional. Danny Kinsey led the benediction and David Simpson led singing.

Of all the great Sub-T fishermen, only one fish was caught and almost 29 got away; of course, they were the biggest ones.

Several men came in contact with Baldy Creek which runs through the camp. Lovett Peacock and J. L. Patro got a taste of it in fact. Patro was thrown in by his club brothers because he was currently armed with the new "skippers" of the club and Patro because he had to leave the retreat early. Danny Lawrence and his best ventured out onto the waters without a paddle and had to come back before "they" got discovered.

Although David Simpson admitted it was going to take him a couple of weeks to get back to normal, the men overwhelmingly agreed a weekend away from mothers, girls friends, other food, ice, etc., etc., wasn't too hard to take.

In fact, Ronnie Smith even suggested that the Sub-T men should the annual outing and take another stag outing to Camp Tahkodah."

The only direction left for Steve Stell is to go down for a cold dip in Baldy Creek.

In truth, the prison to which we doom ourselves, no prison is.

—Wordsworth

鱼erman Ronnie Smith lets his fish get away, but was determined to get his quota of food at the Sub-T meals.

David Simpson leads the men in hymn singing during the outdoor Sunday worship services.

鱼erman Ronnie Smith lets his fish get away, but was determined to get his quota of food at the Sub-T meals.

In truth, the prison to which we doom ourselves, no prison is.

—Wordsworth

David Simpson and Paul Touchton match wits with their club brothers in an evening game of rook.

Ken Spillman is an example of the lazier side of the weekend. No organized activities were planned for the outing and the men were free to do as they pleased.

Getting into the club brother spirit, the men sing favorite songs.

不健身房...滑...翻...翻...滑...滑...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...拉动...

推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...推...

下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...下巴...

...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...拉...

...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...跑步...

暂停

take a break...things go better with Coke

用可口可乐品牌公司的话说：

Coca Cola Bottling
COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
Searcy, Arkansas

...gym...tumble...flip...flop...lug...tug...
push...jump...leap...
...chin...lift...pull...
...run...puff puff...

pause